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Changing Landscapes in
Constituent Communication:
A Guide for Elected Leaders
Introduction from Director Frank Shafroth
One of the signal challenges for elected county and city leaders has always been
how to communicate with their citizens. From the ancient agora in Athens, a
marketplace and civic center, where the community gathered to discuss governance,
politics, and public policy—and to learn what the city’s elected leaders were doing—to
today, the nature of how elected officials can communicate to—and hear from
constituents seems to be changing more rapidly than at any time in human history. The
internet has altered forever the concept of physical presence—making it possible for
citizens to attend a City Hall or state legislative session or hearing from the other side
of the globe. These changes will dramatically enhance the ability of leaders to engage
citizens: local elected leaders will be liberated from council chambers—able to hear
from and communicate to far more citizens than ever before. Indeed, today, Facebook
is even working on a way through which one could communicate telepathically. That is,
we appear to be at a turning point in Virginia history where physical town halls or state
capitals are no longer required to communicate to citizens and taxpayers—or to take
their testimony and feedback.
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For Virginia’s elected and appointed local leaders, this creates both new
risks and opportunities: it can mean virtual town halls and legislative sessions.
It will mean the way in which Virginia’s local leaders can communicate to and
hear from constituents will provide for an unprecedented change in
governance and elected leadership. Using Twitter to make personal
pronouncements on issues large and small—tweets, which have seemed both
momentous and undisciplined, as the President of the United States has
demonstrated, cautions us that tweets, although seeming sometimes
undisciplined and provocative, can have enormous real-life power. In the case
of President Trump, they have given him even more command over the news
cycle than any previous President in American history.
So what does that mean for elected and appointed leaders of Virginia’s
cities and counties? A critical part of leadership is to earn the trust of ones
citizens and taxpayers—to provide them access to governance, and information
vital to their safety. The recent events around the globe demonstrate that the
ability to react swiftly by a government is vital to saving lives and property—
and to helping communities transition through unprecedented changes and
challenges.
This publication is a product of a most dedicated cohort of senior staff
of Northern Virginia cities and counties—a cohort of innovative thinking and
exceptional dedication to Virginia local governments’ abilities to more
effectively govern. They have demonstrated creativity, commitment, and an
unrelenting work ethic to help Virginia’s elected leaders serve us as we head
into a rapidly changing future. It is intended to be an effort to help Virginia’s
leaders understand both the legal and governmental challenges and
opportunities created by the rapidly evolving means of communication: how,
with a mere 140 characters, leaders can more timely and effectively engage
with constituents, with community leaders, and hear back—but also how to try
and define the blurred lines demarcating public from private or political
communications. At a time when the U.S. office of Special Counsel has found
that Dan Scavino, the White House Director of Social Media, violated federal
laws which prohibit political activity by government employees, citing a tweet
Mr. Scavino had sent in April calling for the defeat of a Republican Member of
Congress who had been critical of the President (tweeting it was “big liability”);
we hope this guide will prove valuable to elected and appointed Virginia city
and county leaders as they bear the governing responsibilities in this untested
road ahead.
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What Social Media Can Do for
Elected Officials
A democratic society requires
government officials to engage and be
accessible to their constituents. Social
media can provide an additional path for
quick, far-reaching, and meaningful civic
engagement. It also provides elected
officials with an inexpensive way to have
direct conversation with their supporters.
While traditional media is limited
to one-directional communication, social
media can facilitate two-way
conversations between elected officials
and constituents. Here, ideas and
opinions can be shared in real time. Social
media should be used to complement
traditional media platforms – to reach
more people, including underrepresented
groups, and engage them faster.



Local government websites
continue to be the primary
method for information
sharing.i



61% of American adults used the
internet to look for information
or complete a transaction on a
government website in the last
12 months.ii

Social media provides “benefits of
engaging residents: engagement can
increase understanding, create better and
more sustainable decisions, and build
trust,” and can, “build better, more
cohesive communities and improve
resident satisfaction.”iii
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T

he key is to be
consistent with your
messaging, active with
your posts, and
engaging with your
followers.
Social Media enables elected officials
to disperse information to an abundance of
followers. In Virginia alone, the City of
Roanoke engages two times as many
followers as it has residents through its social
media platforms. Likewise, Virginia Beach’s
Facebook page has had over two-million
visits.



Know the applicable laws pertaining to
ethics, open meetings, and public
documents (FOIA and retention).



Use appropriate decorum and avoid posts
you would not want to see in the
newspaper.



Maintain non-digitized communication
methods; some surveys suggest 70% of
respondents prefer such methods. vi

Twitter has become the predominant
social media platform for elected officials to
communicate with the press and the public.
Twitter should be used to dialogue with
constituents – rather than merely dispense
rhetoric or opinions – to truly connect with
followers. v
“One of the big challenges facing me and
my staff every day is how we can talk to
everyone and be responsive about the
issues that matter to them. It would be
hard to do without social media.” iv
-Representative Don Beyer (D –VA8)
Additional considerations:


Know your organization’s policies to
ensure you do not blur the lines between
government employee, political/elected
official, and private citizen.
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#E-Government vs.
#E-Governance
When modernizing communication
platforms with constituents, it is important to
recognize the distinction between egovernment and e-governance. E-government
are services offered to citizens electronically
and are typically one-directional. These
include, but are not limited to, license/permit
applications and tax or bill payments. viii
E-governance, however, is electronic venues
offering two-way interaction between citizens
and policymakers. These include, but are not
limited to, online discussion boards and social
media applications such as Facebook,
Instagram and many others.

#CautionaryTales
Without pointing out the obvious issues
that have surfaced with some public figures
posting content that is unmistakably
inappropriate, even well-intentioned public
servants can wind up in ethical dilemmas.

when staff members deleted
comments from his official Facebook
page. The comments, which were
categorized as “political spam” or
profane, were largely in opposition to
one of Mr. Hogan’s policy positions
and drew the attention of a
government watchdog group. x
Charlottesville, VA Mayor Mike
Signer engaged in a protracted
Twitter battle with Internet “trolls”
after protesters took to the streets of
Charlottesville expressing their
disapproval of the removal of a Civil
War-era statue. Xi

“Be in the news, do not
become the news”
- Justin Lehman,
Sergeant, Manassas
City Police Department

Melanie Stambaugh, a Washington
state legislator, was recently fined
$220,000 after an ethics board
concluded she violated ethics rules by
posting state-funded photos and videos
on her campaign Facebook page. viii
San Mateo, CA Mayor David Lim
avoided a legal battle by unblocking his
Twitter account and making it
accessible to everyone. The lawsuit
claimed his blocked Twitter account
violated the California Public Records
Act. ix
Maryland Governor Larry Hogan
became embroiled in controversy
7

#MaximizingOutreach
Facebook as a news source:



66% of Facebook users consume news
on the platform.
88% of millennials get news from
Facebook. xii

Timing is Everything:
You already know the television and
newspaper news cycles. You should also
know the social media news cycle for
effective outreach:
 The best times to post are Thursdays
and Fridays from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
More people will see your posts if you
share during these times.
 A Facebook post reaches 75% of its
potential viewers in the first five hours.
Xiii

Video is a big deal:


Facebook averages 8 billion daily video
views per day.

Source: https://today.arlingtonva.us/. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzAx42D-AWY




Facebook users spend up to 100 million
hours watching video per day.
Google launched a Campaign Toolkit
that provides political candidates with
resources to successfully use YouTube
and other Google products.xiv

Pictures are still worth a thousand
words for effective ads:



Images are responsible for 75-90% of an
ad’s performance on Facebook.
The most effective length for an ad title is
4 words, and 15 words for a link
description.xv
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How Do Different People Connect?
It is important for elected officials to
ensure that their message is being heard.
How do different people communicate, and
how do they prefer to consume information
and interact? Understanding
communication preferences can help
effectively connect with your constituency.
Income, race, gender, educational
attainment – and especially age – may
influence preferred communication
methods.

F

acebook is the top
political news source
for people age 52 or

#AGE
Today, 69% of U.S. adults age 65
and older use mobile phones – a growing
figure. The Silent Generation and baby
boomers will increasingly turn to the
internet to interact with local government
as they age and it becomes more
challenging to physically engage in person.
Localities should be ready to adapt to this
trend as more constituents will be
homebound as they age and will rely on
technology to connect. xvii Facebook is the
top political news source for people age 52
or younger. Local TV and cable news are
the top sources for people age 53 or older.
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#NoVAAgingTrends
Northern Virginia is maturing at a
faster pace than the Commonwealth.
Northern Virginia’s total population will
increase 12% between 2015 and 2025.
The population of individuals 65 years or
older will increase 40% over the same
period – from 315,786 to 442,766
people. xviii Further, the percentage of the
population over the age of 65 has
increased at twice the rate of the
population under 65. People over age 65
will compose 15% of Northern Virginia’s
population by 2030. The rate of increase
in this group will be greater in Northern
Virginia than in the state overall. xix

Gen Z (Born 1997-present) / Millennials (Born 1981-1996):
Connect Via: Internet, smartphones, content sharing, email,
constant streaming
Be: Motivational, positive, humorous, polite, fun

Generation X (Born 1965-1980):
Connect Via: Cell phones, email, calling at work
Do’s: Be blunt, direct, and factual; provide immediate information; speak
their language

Baby Boomers (Born 1946-1964):
Connect Via: Touch-tone phones, face-to-face, mail
Do’s: Call anytime, use body language, be diplomatic, offer details, provide
options

Silent Generation (Born before 1945):
Connect Via: Face-to-face, written memo
Be: Discrete, logical, respectful, formal, polite, grammatically correct
xx,xxi,xxii,xxiii
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#INCOME
Just as the generations have different
preferences as to how to communicate and
consume information, people of different
income levels also have varied user patterns.
Targeting income-specific demographics for
social programs – like those for low-income
citizens – can help increase participation. 88%
of American adults use the internet, but there
remains an income gap. Those making less
than $30,000 per year use the internet at a
rate of 79% compared to 98% of those making
$75,000. xxix

How People Receive
News Based on
Household Income
Less than $30,000 per year
Connect Via: Facebook (84%),
morning news, local television news
Less likely to use the internet to
receive news
$30,000 to $49,999 per year
Connect Via: Facebook (80%),
smartphone news, morning news,
local television news,
increasing rates of newspaper
readership (36%)
$50,000 to $74,999 per year
Connect Via: Facebook (75%),
newspaper (39%), morning news,
local television news, radio (23%)
Shift towards more traditional media
platforms
$75,000 to $149,999 per year

State of the Media: Audio Today. The Neilsen Company.
February 2016 xxv

#EDUCATION
The higher the level of education, the
higher the rate of social media use. 50% of
people with a bachelor’s degree or higher use
LinkedIn, compared to 27% of people with
some college and 12% with a high school degree
or less.xxvi

Connect Via: Facebook (77%),
internet news sites, blogs, newspaper
(41%), radio (51%)
Wider internet use, greater
consumption of news media through
newspaper and radio
$150,000 or more per year

Connect Via: Internet news sites,
blogs, newspaper (45%), NPR radio,
Wall Street Journal, New York
Times, Washington Post
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#RACE #ETHNICITY

Among all racial groups, AsianAmericans have the lowest participation
Internet usage is not consistent
rates in their local government, in terms of
among racial groups in the U.S. 87% of
whites, 80% of blacks, and 56% of Latinos/ public meeting attendance and contacting
public officials. 38% of Asian-Americans
Hispanics use the internet. Minorities rely
share links to news articles via social
more on their cell phones to access the
networks—more than any other racial
internet, in part due to lack of broadband in
group. 45% of Asian-Americans feel more
the home: 13% of Latinos/Hispanics, 12% of
blacks, and 4% of whites rely on cell phones comfortable expressing things on Facebook
that they would not feel comfortable
to access the internet. As such, localities
expressing in person. xxi,xiv,xxvii
should ensure that information on
government websites is mobile-friendly.

l

ocalities should ensure that information on
government websites is mobile-friendly.
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#GENDER
Facebook is the most-used social
media platform overall. 83% of women and
75% of men use Facebook. 58% of women
and 42% of men use social media as a news
source. Both men and women enjoy
advertisements that are humorous and
aspirational, and both react to celebrity
endorsements and value-oriented messages.
Men relate to car, sports, action, and sexual
themes; women relate to sentimental and
family-oriented themes, real life situations,
pets, and children. Men use mobile devices
for news, navigation, and video; women use
mobile devices for sharing, camera, and
games. xxvii,xxix,xxx,xxxi,xxxii

Social Media Activity

Women are more active than men on
Instagram

Pinterest

Tumblr

Men are more active than women on
LinkedIn

Google Plus

YouTube
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Setting a Social Media Compass
Government’s use of social media
social media platform that these counties
can have a positive impact on democratic
use to connect with residents. Counties
participation. Governments of all sizes
with more focus on tourism appear to
are wise to look at ways to evaluate their
utilize social media more than other
e-strategies in choosing appropriate
smaller counties. For example, Bath
social media platforms and other digital
County, home to the Omni Homestead
tools to stimulate citizen participation.
Resort in Hot Springs, has engaged in
Below is a summary
more outreach
of existing social
compared to many
media use in
small tier counties.
ther than tourism
Virginia for selected
Other than tourism
activity on social media,
Virginia counties,
activity on social
small tier county
based on their
media, small tier
governments and elected
population tier:
county governments
officials have not
large, medium, and
and elected officials
totally engaged in social
small.
have not totally
media to connect with
engaged in social
constituents.
Small Tier
media to connect with
constituents.
Counties

O

The smallest tier counties in
Virginia include Bland County (Pop.
6,513), Craig County (Pop. 5,158), Bath
County (Pop. 4,476), and Highland (Pop.
2,216). These counties primarily rely on
farming and minor tourism to stabilize
their economy. The counties are governed
by Boards of Supervisors composed of
between 3 to 5 members. Most of these
counties have recently increased or are
currently working toward improving their
bandwidth and high-speed internet
capabilities. Facebook is the most used

All elected officials use County
email, but there is no strong evidence that
social media platforms are heavily utilized
– including websites. The most social
media activity by elected officials can be
found through the Republican and
Democrat Committee Facebook pages,
which is still very limited in comparison to
larger jurisdictions. The Craig County
Republican Committee’s Facebook page
has 700 followers in an area with 5,100
residents. In comparison, the Democratic
Committee only has 65 followers. It can be
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assumed that traditional forms of
connecting with constituents are still the
primary sources of communication. A
phone call or face-to-face communication
in a smaller jurisdiction is probably still the
most effective way to connect. As
bandwidth increases and accessibility to
high-speed internet improves, there may
be a commensurate demand from
constituents to interact with elected
officials on social media.
xxxiii,xxxiv,xxxv,xxxvi,xxxvii,xxxviii,xxxix,xl,xli,xlii,xliii,xliv,xlv,xlv
i,xlvii

Middle Tier Counties
Middle tier counties in Virginia that
were reviewed include Russell County
(Pop. 27,370), Fluvanna County (Pop.
26,271), King George County (Pop.
25,984), and Lee County (Pop. 24,179). xlviii
While population has an influence over
how a jurisdiction communicates with its
constituents, location within the State
seems to have a strong influence, as well.
For instance, both Lee County and Russell
County are located in southwest Virginia –
close to the Kentucky and Tennessee
borders – far from any major cities or
urban areas. Lee County has a website but
no social media indicated on the site.
Russell County does not have an active
website, but a front page that says, “Full
Website Coming Soon.” xlix

Twitter, and the social media app Code Red
to communicate emergency management
information. Fluvanna only has 112
Facebook followers and they seem to post
items every three to five days.li Fluvanna
County’s Twitter account has 329 followers
and they seem to post often – providing
links for constituents to become more
educated on both services and social events
in the county.lii
King George, Virginia is located on
the northern neck of Virginia and is
bordered by the Potomac and
Rappahannock Rivers. King George
County is 65 miles northeast of
Richmond. liii King George County uses
Facebook and Twitter, but only mentions
Facebook on their website. The County
has a healthy 12,639 Facebook followers
and seems to post items every other day.
King George County’s Twitter account has
1,258 followers and they seem to post
hourly. liv The King George Sheriff’s Office
uses Facebook to communicate with its
5,075 followers with a focus on
community relations lv.

Of the four middle tier counties
reviewed, King George County clearly has
the most social media presence. While all
four of these counties have similar
populations, it is interesting to see the
differences in the way each of these
jurisdictions communicate with their
Fluvanna County is more centrally
constituents. As we know through
located in Virginia and is part of the
research, population, location, and
Charlottesville, Virginia Metropolitan
demographics all play important
Statistical Area. Fluvanna County is also 64 considerations to the inclusion of social
miles west of Richmond, Virginia – the state media in jurisdiction communications.
capital.l Fluvanna County uses Facebook,
Being closer to a metropolitan area seems
15

Craig
Pop 5,158
331 sq mi

Loudoun
Pop 375,629
521 sq mi

HighLand
Pop 2,216
416 sq mi

Bath
Pop 4,476
535 sq mi

Fairfax
Pop 1.14 Million
406 sq mi

Bland
Pop 6,824
359 sq mi

Lee
Pop 24,742
437 sq mi

Prince
William
Pop 455,210
348 sq mi

Russell
Pop 27,370
477 sq mi

Fluvanna
Pop 26,133
290 sq mi

to show a big difference in how the middle
tier counties utilize social media.

Large Tier Counties
Large tier counties in Virginia that
were reviewed include Fairfax County
(Pop. 1,138,652), Prince William County
(Pop. 455,210), Loudoun County (Pop.
385,945), and Chesterfield County (Pop.
339,009). Three of the four largest
counties in Virginia – Fairfax, Loudoun,
and Prince William – are located in the
Northern Virginia region. With Northern
Virginia having one of the highest
concentrations of technology workers in
the country and a world-class center for
emerging internet technology and
advanced communications companies, it
is not surprising that these jurisdictions
are active on social media platforms to
engage with their residents.

Chesterfield
Pop 335,687
437 sq mi

King George
Pop 25,515
188 sq mi

Fairfax County with the largest
population of 1.1 million residents is the
clear outlier with a robust social media
presence. Its top four social media
platforms are: Twitter (229,000
followers), Facebook (30,484 followers),
YouTube (1,770 subscribers), and
Instagram (1,586 followers). Fairfax
County also uses a host of other social
media tools such as Flickr, Periscope,
SoundCloud, SlideShare, and Blogs. lvi
Fairfax County has a top-down approach
to its social media strategy with The Office
of Public Affairs (OPA) maintaining its
countywide social media sites. OPA also
manages its social media policy and
provide monthly social media metrics
reports. lvii
Prince William, Loudoun, and
Chesterfield counties share a more
modest social media presence in terms of
the number of tools employed and user
16

metrics. The top two mediums for these
three counties are Facebook and Twitter.
Prince William County has twice the
number of followers on Facebook (16,624
followers) than on Twitter (9,880
followers). lviii, lix
Loudoun County is more evenly
split between the two platforms,
Loudoun County has 11,121 followers on
Facebook and 10,663 followers on
Twitter. lx, lxi Of the four largest counties

Establishing an effective
social media presence
The questions listed to the right are
designed to help elected officials establish
and maintain a positive and proactive
social media presence; a presence that is
sustainable, legally viable and politically
relevant. The questions are designed to be
self reflecting and scalable. There are
some jurisdictions that may not support
social media due to constituent demand or
lack of infrastructure.

harness and refocus that feedback with a
positive outcome.

Questions for Elected
Leaders to Consider
Regarding Social Media
Usage


Have you surveyed your constituents to
identify how they wish to be
communicated with?



Does your jurisdiction have high-speed
internet to support use of social media?



Do you use social media platforms such
as Facebook or Twitter to communicate
with constituents?



Are they personal or professional
accounts? Are you aware of the legal
implications and/or pitfalls?



Does your jurisdiction have a
comprehensive social media policy?



Have you assessed whether your social
media message is reaching the full
demographics of your jurisdiction?



Are you aware how Freedom of
Information laws relate to the content
you may distribute on social media?



Do you have access to legal advice for
usage of social media? (Both in policy
development and potential litigation?)



Is social media communication
consuming a large part of your time?



Have you considered hiring a social
media specialist (part time or full
time)?

The Feedback Loop
Social media is much more than just
putting a quote online or posting a picture.
There must be a give-and-take - a relationship
building process. The question becomes: are
you doing it correctly? As elected officials, the
temperature of the political environment will
greatly influence future political decisions.
The real goal of constituent
engagement is to provide feedback and input
that is well-received and strategically used.
Social media provides instant feedback, both
positive and negative. The challenge is how to
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#ForwardThinking
The question for elected officials is;
how can I maximize my social media
presence? A lot of social media consumers
use multiple social media platforms for
different reasons. While there is not one
platform that reaches all users, there are
some that are more effective. As noted
below, Facebook is one of the most popular
sites. However, there is a solid
distribution across other platforms. In the
previous sections we spoke about the
different platforms employed by different
jurisdictions. Often the jurisdictions that
were larger by population, or whose major
economic drivers were tourism, used a
greater number of social media platforms.
If officials wanted to increase their
social media presence, the chart on the
following page is a way to determine the
amount of crossover between the different
platforms. The presidential campaigns in
2008 showed a large uptick in the use of
targeted social media for political purposes.
In each of the presidential elections
following that, the campaigns have
increased usage of social media to varying
effect.

 The Obama campaign reached 5 million
supporters on 15 different social
Networks over the course of the
campaign season; by November 2008,
Obama had approximately 2.5 million
(some sources say as many as 3.2
million) Facebook supporters, 115,000
Twitter followers, and 50 million viewers
of his YouTube channel. “No other
candidate has ever integrated the full
picture the way [Obama] has, that’s
what’s really new about his campaign,”
said Michael Malbin, executive director
of the Campaign Finance Institute. lxx
Ultimately, the use of social media is
changing the ways that officials
communicate with their constituents. The
use of social media is here; it is a force to be
recognized. However, as with any powerful
force, it must be recognized and the use
must be temperate and judicious. As
professor Henry W. Haynes stated in 1879,
“The possession of great powers and
capacity for good implies equally great
responsibilities in their
employment. Where so much has been
given much is required.”

“M

y use of social media is not
Presidential– it’s MODERN DAY
PRESIDENTAL…” - President Donald Trump
July 1, 2017, Twitter @realDonaldTrump
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The Right Social Media Path
Social Media is a Brand Platform.
Your name is your brand. As an elected official
everything that you do is subject to scrutiny.
Once elected you become much more than an
individual; you become an entity. You are not
only representing yourself - you are
representing your party, your jurisdiction and
your constituents.
Have a fully thought-out plan and
goal for each platform to succeed. Each social
media platform has its own unique language
and subcultures. Before employing a social
media platform, educate yourself on the
unique characteristics of each online
community. Subtle nuances such as fonts and
speaking in capitals may be acceptable on one
platform, but considered rude on another.
Have a defined goal for each individual
platform. Whether that might be to reach a
certain demographic, converse about
immediate issues, or direct constituents to
follow-up resources.
Have a Contingency Plan. As with
any form of technology, social media
platforms are susceptible to interruptions
and failures. If you only use one main form

8 Proven Tips to
Successfully Navigate Social
Media Roadway


Focus on the individual



Be authentic



Remember: every bit of support counts



Present a focused message and vision



Map out your digital landscape



Build relationships



Have a clear call to action



Empower brand ambassadors

of communication, and that fails and there is
not a contingency plan, your constituents
could be left without guidance just when it is
needed the most - such as in natural
disasters or man-made emergency
situations. The more people come to rely on
technology, the more they will turn to it in
emergencies.
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#Goals/Focus
When establishing a social media
presence, it is important to determine what
the overall goal or the focus is. What is your
reason for participating in social media?
Branding & Messaging is a way to
establish yourself as a brand, and to get
your message out in a clear, concise and
rapid fashion. The use of social media is a
way to develop relationships with
constituents that would be nearly
impossible in the numbers accomplished by
social media.
Fundraising through the use of
social media: as elected officials attempt to
efficiently and effectively raise money for
campaigns the use of social media has been
a burgeoning endeavor. At the same time
small scale contributors want to ensure that
the money that they donate will be going
towards the campaign. In 2008, 80% of the
$639 million dollars Obama raised came
from donations that were 20 dollars or
less, a majority of these donations were
funneled through social media. lxx

Trusted Social Media
Resources for Elected
Officials
The Society of Human Resource
Managers (SHRM) – This site provides
a sample social media policy.

National Association of County
Information Officers (NACIO) – This
site provides copies of eight social
media policies which have been
adopted by member counties of
NACIO. It also provides a social media
planning tool from King County
(Wash.).
The National Association of Counties
(NACo) has a resource page for
counties interested in learning about
social media.
Governing.com – Governments Need
Social Media Policies to Avoid Pitfalls
(December, 2010).
National League of Cities – Building
Local Government Social Media
Policies – This site discusses building
social media policies. Page 6
references elected officials.

20

Legal Review
If social media is the new
town hall, is deleting content
akin to silencing political
dissent?

The answer is: it depends.


The emergence of social media as a
public engagement tool has transformed the
ability of local governments to communicate 
with their constituents. President Donald
Trump is a prominent example. However, if
social media is the new town hall, is blocking
users or deleting posts akin to silencing

political dissent?

T

he difficulty with
social media is that it
blurs the lines between
individual personal
accounts held by public
officials and the official
government accounts...



The Office of Special Counsel concluded
that Dan Scavino, White House Social
Media Director, violated the Hatch Act
when he posted a comment urging the
public to defeat a particular primary
candidate on his personal Twitter
account. lxiv
A federal judge sided with Loudoun’s
commonwealth attorney in a suit filed by
a resident for blocking and deleting posts
on an official Facebook page. lxv
The ACLU sued three cities in Indiana,
resulting in each changing their social
media policies to no longer block users or
delete posts. lxvi
The City and County of Honolulu paid
$31,000 in attorney fees to citizens who
claimed that their First Amendment
rights were violated when the
government deleted their Facebook
posts. lxvii

The difficulty with social media is that it
blurs the lines between individual personal
accounts held by public officials and the
official government accounts that are subject
to regulations.

21

Individual Accounts

Official Government
Accounts

For individual accounts, it is
important to demonstrate that this account
For official government social media
represents your own views and does not
profiles, it is most important to demonstrate
invoke your government’s official position.
that this is an official social media page, but
It is advised that no government logos
that it does not replace the official
or seals appear in your profile
government website. It is advised that
images as this could potentially mislead a
official seals and logos be included on
resident to believe that your post reflects
your official government social media
official government business. In some
page AND that links be provided to
cases, individual personal accounts have
your official .gov websites (see below).
been misinterpreted as official government
accounts because the page appeared too
official.
In the case of Dan Scavino, the A screenshot taken on June 18, 2017 of City of Newport News'
Facebook page showing how to link from a social media post to an
White House Social Media Director,
official government web site
the Office of Special Counsel noted
that in addition to his overtly political
tweet, Scavino turned his personal
page into an official page, because his
profile picture was of him inside the
Oval Office and his main background
photo included President Trump next
to the presidential seal (see related
coverage: Citizens for Responsibility
and Ethics in Washington, The New
York Times, The Washington Post).
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Could I be violating First Amendment rights on social media?
The answer is: it depends. You will not violate First Amendment rights if you
keep personal profiles separate from official profiles. Without a clear separation,
your personal profile runs the risk of being viewed and treated as an official profile in a court
of law, and you will be subject to an array of regulations. These include VA FOIA, open
meeting laws, and records retention laws – in addition to First Amendment protections.

#Do’s


Adopt a social media policy before opening official government profiles. (See the Policies
in Action section on page 25.)



Clearly state what kind of comments will be permissible and what kind are not. This
helped defend Loudoun County’s Commonwealth’s Attorney Facebook page in a recent
lawsuit: Davison v. Plowman, Dist. Court, Eastern Division Virginia 2017 ( see related
coverage: Loudoun Times-Mirror, The Washington Post).



Include your social media policy on every social media account. Include the full text of
your policy or just the main points in your social media profile, but always include a link
to where your social media policy is located in its entirety on your organization’s official
government website and on every social media page.



Have a process for removing comments and users that violate your social media policy.
See Loudoun County’s policy as an example.



Have a records retention process for social media posts. Anything posted on social media
that helps to conduct government business is a public record.



Consult with your communications and legal counsel regularly to obtain the most up-todate guidance on legal decisions.

#Don’ts







Mix your feeds: keep personal separate from business.
Delete off-topic posts because they seem unrelated or inappropriate – unless they
clearly violate your social media policy. During its civil rights suit brought on by a
Loudoun resident, Loudoun County changed its policy so that public officials are no
longer allowed to delete off-topic comments. See related coverage: Loudoun TimesMirror.
Assume Facebook and other platforms will record and retain all records. They have
glitches that can cause data loss, or may not be responsive to government requests for
information.
Post direct links to external sites without a clear disclaimer that the user is “leaving” your
site.
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Evolving Policies: Social media is an everevolving issue that requires attention from local
government officials.
Three examples that
represent risks and
opportunities.

Limited Public Forum

found that Loudoun County's social media
policy created a limited public forum and
that the County was entitled to monitor
content on the County’s Official Facebook
page. Specifically, the court found that
deleting the posts was consistent with the
County’s policy, as the comments were
"clearly off topic" as specified in the policy
(Davison v. Plowman, Dist. Court, Eastern
Division Virginia 2017).

You are not alone if you have ever
wondered whether you have the right to
block or censor a commenter’s posts on
Open Meeting Laws
your social media page. This question is at
the core of the legal disputes over social
Open meeting laws exist for almost all
media for public officials. However,
levels of government. But the laws have not
understanding the concept of limited
adapted to the continual changes in
public forums could help
technologies and the
to resolve many of these
“Loudoun County’s Social
explosive growth in
disputes. A limited public
Media Comments Policy creates
social media use.
forum is one that is
a limited public forum for
According to the
speech where it applies… ‘Once it
“created for a limited
Virginia Freedom of
has opened a limited forum,’ the
purpose such as use by
Information Act,
government ‘must respect the
certain groups…or for the
only State agencies
lawful boundaries it has itself
discussion of certain
set’ or violate the First
can hold meetings
subjects” (Perry Ed. Assn.
Amendment.”
by electronic
v. Perry Local Educators’
communication
Assn., 1983). In creating
Judge Cacheris on May 10, 2017 in
(teleconference or
Alexandria
this type of forum, a
combined audio and
Davison v. Plowman, Dist. Court, Eastern
government may limit
video conferencing).
Division Virginia 2017
access or discussion on
Local and regional
said forum as long as the
agencies are
limitations are deemed to
typically not authorized to hold remote open
be reasonable and viewpoint neutral.
meetings unless a state of emergency has
In Davison v. Plowman, Loudoun
been declared (Virginia Freedom of
County was sued because a public official
Information Advisory Council, 2013).
deleted Facebook posts. However, the court
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Although in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, the State legislature
recently revised the Open Meeting Laws to
include remote public meetings and
remote participation. The Massachusetts
Office of the Attorney General also
published an Open Meeting Law Guide to
accompany the legislation and clarify how
remote participation should be handled.
Such changes to State laws are responsive
to increasing reliance on the internet to
communicate with government and can be
beneficial in reaching a larger, more
diverse group of constituents.

Official Statements
A question that has yet to be fully
answered is whether comments, posts,
and/or tweets made by government
officials to social media qualify as official
statements of the government. This is a
grey area which has not been clearly
defined. To prevent confusion and uneven
dissemination of information, future
legislation should illustrate what criteria
must be met for a social media message to
become an official government statement.

Policies in Action
Each of the three following
jurisdictions were chosen based on their
geographical location, size, and the overall
quality of their social media policy.

Fairfax County Social Media Policy
The Fairfax County Social Media
Policy provides an example of a social
media policy in a large jurisdiction in the
Commonwealth of Virginia. Fairfax
County’s policy provides in-depth guidance
for the use of various social media
platforms, to include Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, Flickr, SlideShare, and
SoundCloud. The policy also touches on
areas such as record retention, security,
and other related federal, state, and local
regulations, policies, and laws.

City of Newport News Social Media
Policy
While the City of Newport News
Social Media Policy is more concise than
Fairfax County’s, it addresses many
important aspects of social media. Some of
the most interesting elements include the
City’s stance on employee participation in
social media and tips to keep in mind when
responding to comments and inquiries.

City of Roanoke Social Media Policy
The City of Roanoke’s Social Media
Policy provides an example of a clear and
concise guideline on the use of social media.
Compared to the other two policies that were
featured, Roanoke’s policy only has two main
sections: Purpose and Policy. By being clear
and concise, the policy is easy to read and
provides a good example for a jurisdiction
with a smaller social media footprint.
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Final Thoughts
Governments at all levels rely on effectively communicating with their constituents
to aptly and ably provide municipal services. This communication can include changes to
statutes, addition or withdrawal of government services, emergency notifications and
procedures, and even advertising of events. At the local level, elected officials and
administrators are inherently closer to their citizens and have a long history of facilitating
an open line of communication. Traditionally however, the exchange has been through face
-to-face interaction, phone calls, and public forums. Today’s advances in technology have
created new mediums by which elected officials can distribute vital information and more
importantly, provide unfettered access by citizens to their policy-makers.
In this guidebook, we have provided considerations for elected officials using social
media; data showing how specific demographics communicate and use social media;
media tools and packages currently used by jurisdictions of different sizes across the state;
and finally, legal implications that polities ought to heed based on recent litigation. While
this handbook is not exhaustive, it should serve as a manual directing effective ways to
spread messages and information to the people in Virginia and beyond. As new technology
and media strategies rapidly evolve, jurisdictions should embrace this new connectedness
with constituents and encourage the increased level of civic participation.

SOCIAL MEDIA WARNING CARD
You have the right to remain silent
Anything you say or do on social media can and will be used
against you in the court of public opinion
You have the right to reference your jurisdiction’s social media
policy before posting anything online
If you do not have a social media policy, one should be
considered as a priority!
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George Mason University’s Schar School of Policy and
Government prepares undergraduate and graduate students
to be leaders and managers who advance the public good in
the private, public, and nonprofit sectors. The Schar School
faculty members seek to push the frontiers of conventional
wisdom, apply rigorous analysis to complex issues, and
make deep connections with decision makers and leaders in
public service. Follow the Schar School on social media to
stay up-to-date on news and events. Use #ScharSchool and
connect on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube.

Frank H. Shafroth is an attorney and a member of the U.S. Supreme Court Bar. He
currently serves as Director of the State and Local Government Leadership Center
at George Mason University, where he teaches graduate levels classes in ethics,
public policy, and governing; he is an assistant professor in the Graduate School of
Public Policy at George Washington University. He has been a regular columnist for
Governing and State Tax Notes. He previously served as Chief of Staff for former
U.S. Representative Jim Moran (D-Va.) and as a counsel for former U.S. Sen. John
Heinz (R-Pa.), and as an assistant counsel for the U.S. Senate Banking Committee.
Frank Shafroth @FShafroth
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